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Abstract
The anesthesiology profession may one day serve as a cautionary tale of how
power, politics and privilege can perturb science and progress. Previous anesthesia
practitioners possessed a superior understanding of physiology and pharmacology, but
overenthusiastic CO2 supplementation with inadequate monitors and machines caused
asphyxiation disasters that were improperly attributed to CO2 toxicity. Dr. Ralph Waters
founded the anesthesiology profession on the basis of a practical new anesthetic technique that introduced elective intubation and hyperventilation to eliminate CO2 toxicity,
but mechanical hyperventilation dangerously depletes CO2 tissue reserves and exaggerates morbidity and mortality. The beneits of CO2 supplementation were forgotten,
and consequent CO2 confusion has derailed research, discouraged opioid treatment,
damaged patient safety, and disrupted professional progress. Anesthesiologists can no
longer claim to provide superior service, and hospital administrators are replacing them
with nurses. Professional membership is in decline, and professional survival is in question. Modern machines have eliminated asphyxiation, and modern monitoring enables
safe and beneicial hypercarbia that complements opioid treatment and minimizes surgical morbidity and mortality. CO2 reform promises revolutionary advance but faces
formidable opposition.
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Introduction
Does wisdom perhaps appear on the earth as a raven, which is inspired by the smell of carrion? --Friedrich Nietzsche
Past is prologue. Carbon dioxide confusion has played a pivotal role in the evolution of modern anesthesia. Professional
anesthesiology organizations have persistently neglected CO2 management standards in favor of lesser issues[1-4], so that the anesthesiology profession remains mired at the crossroads of revolutionary advance and ongoing self-destruction that can only be understood in historical context. Dr. Ralph Waters founded the profession on the basis of a practical new technique that introduced elective
intubation and hyperventilation to abolish CO2 toxicity disasters, but the harmful habit of hyperventilation has distorted anesthesia
beliefs, habits, and practices; derailed research; halted professional advance; discouraged opioid treatment; abolished the therapeutic
beneits of CO2; exaggerated morbidity and mortality; and introduced a host of vexing clinical problems. It has indirectly fostered
the iction that further improvements in anesthesia safety are impossible, which has undermined reimbursement, emasculated staf
privileges, devastated morale, discouraged professional membershipA, and rationalized the replacement of anesthesiologists by
nurses.
Meanwhile, the confusing chemistry, physiology, and pathology of carbon dioxide have yielded their secrets, modern
anesthesia machines have eliminated the toxicity problem, modern agents have eliminated explosions, and modern monitoring
A
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enables safe and beneicial hypercarbia. Recent research, critical
care advances, and historical experience have all demonstrated
the beneits of hypercarbia and its complementary relationship
with opioid analgesia[5]. The restoration of past principles using
modern capnography, pulse oximetry, synthetic opioids, and improved inhalation agents promises to re-revolutionize surgical
safety. This essay will review pertinent elements of CO2 confusion, chemistry, physiology, pathology, mythology, and history
to explain how present problems evolved, and why CO2 standards are essential to restore professional progress and prestige,
improve surgical safety and eiciency, preserve the profession,
and facilitate future advance[1-3].
The Myth of CO2 Toxic and Anesthetic Efects
CO2 confusion is hardly conined to anesthesia practice.
Antiquated SCUBA literatureB, arbitrary air quality standardsC,
the scientiically unfounded panic that followed the Apollo 13
disasterD, and global warming mythsE exemplify endemic cultural fear of CO2 that can be traced to the earliest days of gas
research, when the efects of diferent gases were often confused
with one another[6]. Lavoisier inadvertently exaggerated CO2
confusion when he contrasted the sufocating efects of CO2
with the life-sustaining properties of oxygen[7]. As modern anesthesia evolved during the irst half of the previous century, circus
sideshows and early anesthesia machine manufacturers provided
public demonstrations of carbon dioxide anesthesia[8]. However,
the CO2 toxicity disasters that occurred during the early days of
modern anesthesia are probably the most important source of
present fears[9].
The notion that CO2 has anesthetic characteristics originated with the 1823 experiments of Henry Hill Hickman, a British physician who is presently remembered as a father of anesthesiaF. He might better be remembered as the irst physician
to confuse asphyxiation with anesthesia. He sufocated animals
with carbon dioxide until they collapsed, and then subjected them
to surgery. Several of the animals sufered seizures, and some of
them died, but since they didn’t move during the procedures, and
most of them recovered, he presumed that he had discovered a
practical means to prevent surgical pain. His British contemporaries ridiculed his report as “humbug,”G and he sufered similar
skepticism in France. He died young, and some believe that he
died of suicide. Modern anesthesia researchers, reviewers, and
editors have persistently accepted Hickman’s report as proof that
CO2 has anesthetic properties[10-12]HI even though it has always
been obvious that his observations were caused by asphyxiation.
This can best be understood in the context of anesthesia history.
The source of CO2: Most theories of the origin of life focus
on the earth’s surface, but the simplest explanation is that life
originated deep beneath the earth’s surface, where the unceasing
nuclear reaction at the earth’s core continuously generates energy rich chemicals and maintains stable hot temperatures. In this
nurturing environment, life began spontaneously in the form of
chemical reactions that utilized energy rich substances in their
surroundings to become self-sustaining, and subsequently develB
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oped surrounding walls and chemical information systems that
enhanced their survival. The unceasing activity of the resulting
vast, diverse biomass of subterranean unicellular life forms produced water that formed the oceans, gases that formed the atmosphere, and inexhaustible supplies of oil, and thus set the stage
for the development of multicellular life forms that thrive on the
earth’s surface. Atmospheric gases thus exist in a stable equilibrium of entropy, gravity, and microbial replenishment. This
explains why volcanic activity typically releases vast quantities
of carbon dioxide into the earth’s atmosphere.
The legend of CO2 heaviness: Spelunkers commonly assume
that gravity causes asphyxiating accumulations of CO2 in caves,
but the actual cause is organic activity that generates CO2 faster
than it dissipates from the cave[13]. There is a slight “layering
efect” in atmospheric gases due to diferences in molecular
weight, so that hydrogen predominates at extreme altitudes, and
most carbon dioxide is found near the earth’s surface. This consideration is unimportant at sea level, but it becomes signiicant
in the “Dead Zone” of Mt. Everest, where the low partial pressures of oxygen and CO2 are incompatible with life.
CO2 and respiratory physiology: CO2 is essential for mammalian tissue oxygenation. All eukaryotic cells continuously
consume oxygen and glucose and generate CO2, water and ATP
via the Krebs cycle. The CO2 accumulates and equilibrates with
the ambient atmosphere, so that there are about 20 liters of CO2
dissolved in whole body tissues, compared to one liter of oxygen and one liter of nitrogen gas[14,15]. These high levels of CO2
are necessary to release oxygen from the hemoglobin molecule
via the Bohr efect to enable oxygen delivery to tissues. Hyperventilation depletes CO2 tissue reserves, inhibits oxygen release
from hemoglobin receptor sites, and undermines tissue oxygen
delivery.
CO2 also maintains tissue oxygenation by stimulating
respiratory drive. It directly activates respiratory chemoreceptors in extravascular tissues, which gradually adapt to the CO2
equilibrium and seek to maintain it. Hyperventilation depletes
CO2 tissue reserves and paralyzes the chemoreceptors.
CO2 reversibly interacts with water to form carbonic
acid, which harmlessly reduces blood pH and stimulates pH sensors in brain ventricles that activate the respiratory drive of consciousness. Normal sleep and anesthesia extinguish consciousness and inactivate this normally dominant form of respiratory
drive, whereupon breathing becomes totally dependent upon
respiratory chemoreceptors[16-21].
Hypercarbia stimulates both forms of respiratory drive.
Hyperventilation combined with loss of consciousness paralyzes
both forms of respiratory drive and threatens lethal respiratory
arrest.
The following examples illustrate the insidious dangers of CO2
depletion:
1. Every year healthy young swimmers succumb to “Shallow
Water Blackout Syndrome”J after they voluntarily hyperventilate themselves before swimming underwater. This depletes
html
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CO2 tissue reserves, but does not enhance oxygen reserves. The
swimmer becomes mildly hypoxemic, which causes painless
euphoria, bad judgment, and sleepiness, while respiratory drive
remains obtunded by CO2 depletion, so that the swimmer falls
asleep and drowns.
2. Mechanical hyperventilation depletes CO2 tissue reserves and
paralyzes chemoreceptors during general anesthesia. Hyperventilated patients appear to breathe normally after anesthetic
emergence, but their respiratory drive remains unstable until
metabolic activity restores CO2 tissue reserves. This may require
several hours in geriatric patients with low metabolic rates. If the
patient falls asleep for any reason during this vulnerable period,
he may stop breathing and sufer brain damage or death[3,4].
3. Hyperventilation during general anesthesia for cesarean section depletes CO2 reserves of babies as well as mothers. This
causes newborn babies to unexpectedly fall asleep, stop breathing, and die after uneventful delivery[22].
4. While testing prototype capnograph equipment, Hewlett
Packard engineers discovered that healthy young polio victims
were being hyperventilated in iron lung machines. Morbidity
and mortality fell in half when this was corrected[24].
5. CO2 depletion during ECMO (Extra Corporeal Membrane
Oxygenation) exaggerates morbidity and mortality[24,25].
6. Hypoxemic hyperventilation in the “dead zone” near the top
of Mt. Everest depletes CO2 tissue reserves, decreases brain perfusion and oxygenation, damages brain tissue, and causes unexpected loss of consciousness[26].
7. Hyperventilation has been abandoned as a treatment for head
injuries, because it inhibits brain perfusion, invites lethal rebound brain swelling, and undermines outcome[26,27].
Asphyxiation, Hypoxemia, Hypoxia, and ATP
Asphyxiation is insuicient oxygen in the body due to
inadequate breathing. It causes hypoxemia, which is inadequate
oxygen in the blood. Hypoxemia causes hypoxia, which is inadequate oxygen in cells and tissues. All eukaryotic cells require
a continuous supply of oxygen to enable the Krebs cycle that
generates 38 molecules of ATP for every molecule of glucose
consumedK. ATP energizes all cell activities. Hypoxia inhibits
the Krebs cycle and undermines ATP generation, which primarily afects nervous and muscular activities that require large
amounts of ATP. Hypoxia thus undermines cell activity, which
mimics toxicity but causes no cell damage short of hypoxic cell
death. In contrast, mustard gas and other toxic agents chemically
interact with cells and tissues, causing tissue damage and cell
death.
Mild hypoxia causes fatigue, muscle weakness, numbness, tingling, nausea, ataxia, confusion, disorientation, hallucinations, behavioral changes, poor judgment, impaired consciousness, breathlessness, tachycardia, and papilledema[28,29]L.
Moderate hypoxia causes reversible loss of consciousness that mimics general anesthesia. Depending on duration and
degree, hypoxic unconsciousness can be maintained in mammals for prolonged periods of time without causing overt damage, and is readily reversed by restoring oxygen to cells.

CO2 asphyxiation
Cardiopulmonary physiology normally maintains CO2
concentrations in the lung around 5%, and lung physiology eiciently expels CO2 at ambient atmospheric levels of 0.3%. Inhaling CO2 concentrations above 5% progressively increases CO2
concentrations within the lung, which displaces oxygen in the
lung and undermines oxygen uptake into the blood, causing hypoxemia. This occurs despite oxygen supplementation[30]M and is
one of many forms of asphyxiationN.
Like nitrogen, methane, argon, helium, butane, propane
and other Asphyxiant gases, CO2 is odorless, tasteless, colorless
and invisible. Unlike other Asphyxiant gases it causes a sufocation sensation that induces fear and warns of its presence.
Humphrey Davey famously inhaled 30% CO2 with
great diiculty, but this relected his impressive determination[31],
because few volunteers can tolerate breathing CO2 at concentrations higher than 10%[28]. The fear of sufocation stimulates
sympathetic nervous activity, which elevates blood viscosity,
blood coagulability, heart rate, and blood pressure[28,29]. This nervous activity mimics toxicity, but toxic tissue damage is absent.
Hypercarbia also exaggerates brain perfusion, which probably
accounts for headache[32]. CO2 asphyxiation thus mimics toxicity
by causing hypoxia, exaggerated brain perfusion, and sympathetic nervous system hyperactivityOP. Anesthetic agents, drug
efects, surgical stress, oxygen supplementation, mechanical
ventilation, pathology and skin pigmentation in animals can alter or obscure the clinical manifestations of asphyxiation.
CO2, refrigeration, explosion, ire, and asphyxiation: Like
Freon, CO2 is a refrigerant gas that absorbs large amounts of
heat compared to most other gases when it transitions from liquid to gas. It obeys classical gas laws, but when released from a
pressurized tank it temporarily forms a cool, invisible, tasteless,
odorless cloud that is afected by gravity, pours like water, ills
dependent spaces, and displaces oxygen until it absorbs enough
heat to blend with other atmospheric gasesQ. Chemists call this
a “transition state.” These characteristics enable it to retard ires
and explosions as well as cause unexpected asphyxiation. RSDuring the early days of modern anesthesia, CO2 supplementation
from pressurized tanks was used to optimize cardio respiratory
function and reduce the risk of ether and cyclopropane explosions, but it sometimes caused unexpected lethal asphyxiation
that was mistaken as toxicity.
CO2 asphyxiation versus anesthesia: Inhaling CO2 concentrations below 5% has minimal efect on consciousness, but above
10% it causes moderate hypoxia that suddenly abolishes consciousness. This efect mimics general anesthesia, because it
can be maintained in mammals for hours and is readily reversed
P
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without causing overt damage. Inhaling CO2 concentrations
above 30%, even with oxygen supplementation, causes severe
hypoxia that obtunds nervous relexes and mimics surgical grade
anesthesia, but the margin of safety is narrow, and slightly higher CO2 concentrations can precipitate cellular anaerobic respiration, lactic (metabolic) acidosis, fever, profuse perspiration,
cyanosis, convulsions, brain damage, and death[10,33,34] .
Anesthesia difers from asphyxiation in several ways.
Genuine anesthetic inhalation agents cause progressive toxic
inhibition of consciousness (hypnosis), cardiac function, and
respiratory drive via unknown mechanisms, but they have a
wide margin of safety. They are pleasant to inhale and inherently addictive. They cause additive efects when combined with
one another and intravenous hypnotic agents. In contrast, CO2
stimulates respiratory drive and cardiac output. It has no direct
efect on brain activity, and does not exaggerate hypnotic agent
activity. Breathing CO2 while awake is unpleasant, and CO2
addiction is unknown. CO2 asphyxiation causes sudden loss of
consciousness as FICO2 rises above 10%, and becomes lethal at
concentrations above 30%.
During anesthesia, hypercarbia produces safe and useful efects in concentrations as high as 10%[35,36]. Anesthesia
abolishes the pulmonary discomfort and sufocation sensation
that stimulates tachycardia and hypertension, whereupon the
direct efects of mild hypercarbia reduce blood viscosity, optimize microcirculatory low, cardiac eiciency, cardiac output,
tissue perfusion, tissue oxygenation, anesthetic induction, respiratory drive, organ function, opioid clearance, and prevent lung
damage and opioid respiratory depression[34,35,37-42]. Anesthesia
simultaneously obscures the clinical warning signs of hypoxia (muscle weakness and disturbed mental function followed
by unconsciousness) but these become problematic only when
FICO2 exceeds 10%. At FICO2 above 30%m CO2 asphyxiation
manifests suddenly and unexpectedly in the form of metabolic
acidosis, profuse perspiration, cyanosis, brain convulsions, and
death[10,34]. CO2 asphyxiation was mistakenly attributed to CO2
toxicity in the previous century, when capnography and pulse
oximetry were unknown, and defective machine designs enabled
excessive CO2 elevations.
Respiratory acidosis
Hypoventilation accumulates CO2 in blood and tissues,
causing “respiratory acidosis” that is benign and beneicial in the
absence of hypoxia. CO2 enhances the release of oxygen into tissues via the Bohr efect, stimulates respiratory chemoreceptors,
reduces blood viscosity, improves cardiac eiciency, and reversibly interacts with water in blood to form harmless carbonic acid
that reduces blood pH and stimulates the respiratory drive of
consciousness via pH receptors in brain ventricles. Harmless
hypoventilation occurs during both normal sleep and anesthesia
when respiratory drive becomes dependent on respiratory chemoreceptors, causing mild respiratory acidosis that enhances
tissue perfusion, tissue oxygenation, and organ function.
Metabolic acidosis
Several types of metabolic disturbance cause metabolic
acidosis. Most are harmless, but some relect potentially lethal
circumstances, so that metabolic acidosis is often regarded as a
harbinger of death.
Lactic acidosis occurs when cellular oxygen starvation causwww.ommegaonline.org
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es cells to revert to anaerobic respiration, which generates lactic acid that harmlessly accumulates in tissues and blood. Such
cellular oxygen starvation sometimes occurs during strenuous
athletic exercise, causing painful lactic acid accumulation in
muscles and tissues. The lactic acid itself is harmless and is
readily metabolized by cells after oxygen is restored. However,
pathological conditions that disrupt oxygen delivery to cells, including heart failure, myocardial infarction, sepsis, and asphyxiation, can also cause lactic acidosis. Such pathologies can cause
severe oxygen starvation that disrupts ATP generation, causing
cell dysfunction and cell death.
Ketoacidosis occurs when cellular glucose starvation
causes cells to digest tissue protein to generate ATP. This abnormal form of cellular metabolism occurs in prolonged starvation and uncontrolled diabetes. It undermines tissue structure
and generates acidic ketone bodies that reduce pH in blood and
tissues. Cells metabolize the harmless ketone bodies, but prolonged starvation and uncontrolled diabetes are potentially lethal.
Intoxication acidosis occurs when toxic drugs and
chemicals harmfully disrupt cellular metabolism. These include
salicylates, ethanol, methanol, formaldehyde, sulfates, and metformin.
Hypoventilation, hyperventilation, opioids and anesthesia
Hypercarbia and hyperventilation produce opposite
efects during anesthesia, because hypercarbia enhances CO2
tissue reserves, while hyperventilation depletes them, and anesthesia abolishes the sufocation sensation, fear, and increased
sympathetic activity induced by hypercarbia in conscious subjects. During anesthesia, mild hypercarbia at least as high as 80
torr enhances microcirculatory low, reduces blood viscosity, improves cardiorespiratory function, increases tissue oxygenation,
accelerates opioid clearance, ofsets opioid respiratory depression, prevents lung damage, and protects organ function[34-37]. In
contrast, hyperventilation increases blood viscosity, undermines
cardiorespiratory function, reduces opioid clearance, exaggerates opioid respiratory depression, decreases tissue perfusion,
reduces tissue oxygenation, and compromises organ function.
Opioid analgesia inhibits surgical nociception and improves surgical outcome[43-45], but its beneits often escape the
notice of anesthesia practitioners because the surgical stress
reaction does not reach peak intensity until 48 hours after surgery[46,47]. The increased morbidity and mortality persists in the
distant aftermath of surgery, mostly in the form of heart disease
and cancer[48].
Hyperventilation is incompatible with opioids, because
both inhibit respiratory chemoreceptors[5]. Furthermore, hyperventilation inhibits opioid metabolism and clearance[37,49,50]. Thus
efective opioid treatment in the presence of hyperventilation
necessitates prolonged and hazardous postoperative “weaning”
from mechanical hyperventilation to enable metabolic activity to gradually restore CO2 tissue reserves and chemoreceptor
function. In contrast, hypercarbia accelerates opioid clearance,
exaggerates respiratory chemoreceptor sensitivity, ofsets opioid
respiratory depression, and enables practical, safe opioid dosage
that efectively controls surgical nociception and enhances outcome[43,44].
If opioid treatment is judiciously minimized, hyperventilated patients appear to breathe normally after anesthetic
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emergence, but their respiratory drive remains unstable until
metabolic activity restores CO2 tissue reserves and respiratory
chemoreceptor function. During this vulnerable period, which
may persist for hours in elderly patients with low metabolic
rates, small doses of opioids and sedatives may cause lethal respiratory depression[3,4]. The nature of this phenomenon is generally misunderstood, so that it is called the “opioid hypersensitivity syndrome”[3,4].
Within reason, opioids and hypercarbia might be compared to love and marriage. Opioids inhibit respiratory chemoreceptor sensitivity, but hypercarbia stimulates respiratory
chemoreceptors and ofsets opioid respiratory depression. Mild
hypercarbia (ETCO2 50 torr) preserves CO2 tissue reserves and
chemoreceptor function, accelerates opioid clearance, ofsets
opioid respiratory depression, optimizes cardiac output, cardiac
eiciency, tissue perfusion, and tissue oxygenation, and enables
enhanced opioid dosage that inhibits surgical nociception and
optimizes surgical outcome.
The key to safe opioid management is to avoid opioid reversal agents, and conirm spontaneous breathing prior
to anesthetic emergence that airms respiratory chemoreceptor
function. Emergence then restores the primary respiratory drive
of consciousness, so that both primary and secondary forms of
respiratory drive are restored and the danger of unexpected respiratory depression is eliminated[3,4].
The four forgotten giants of anesthesia
American medical science was surprisingly sophisticated early in the previous century[14,51]. The approaching apocalypse of WWI inspired the founding of Johns Hopkins Medical
School, which imported the German model of medical research
in 1893,and the Flexner Report reformed American medical education in 1911[51]. These changes accelerated American medical
progress and produced four giants of anesthesia whose seminal
contributions are now mostly forgotten.
George Washington Crile, MD (1864-1943) should be remembered as the Father of modern anesthesia. He was famous in his
time, but is now rarely remembered as a surgeon who performed
the irst successful blood transfusion[52]. This was perhaps the
least of his accomplishments. The lingering death of his best
friend in medical school from a streetcar accident inspired his
lifelong quest to clarify the cause of shock. He toured Europe
to learn the latest medical techniques and became a trauma surgeon, riding to accidents on horseback. He married the niece of
Mark Hanna, the most powerful American political igure of the
time. He was appalled by war but served as a medical oicer in
both the Spanish-American War and World War I[53-55].
Crile’s career was legendary. He built a laboratory with
his own funds and performed extensive animal research. He invented cardiopulmonary resuscitation and demonstrated the utility of epinephrine[56,57]; introduced blood pressure and pulse rate
monitoring during surgery; investigated the efects of anesthesia
on acidosis[58,59]; demonstrated that blood transfusion efectively
treats shock, but crystalloids are useless and potentially harmful; showed that pain, fear, and apprehension undermine surgical outcome; introduced pre-medication, early admission, and

delayed discharge to optimize surgical outcome; designed and
installed sophisticated anesthesia machinery; and established
the irst nurse anesthesia training school[60,61] Most pertinent to
this paper, he recognized that occult nervous stimulation causes
or exaggerates shock. He demonstrated that massive doses of
morphine efectively treat septic shock and peritonitis, and that
analgesia improves surgical outcome when it is added to general anesthesia. His book “Anoci-Association” describes how he
used morphine and prilocaine iniltration to complement anesthesia, and is arguably more pertinent today than when it was
published[45].
Yandell Henderson, PhD (1873-1944) was the director of the
Yale laboratory of applied physiology and the most prominent
gas physiologist in his era. Like Crile, he was an idealist who
believed that science should serve the public interest[62]. He opposed American involvement in WWIT. He testiied before congress about the dangers of automobile exhaust pollution, though
his views were not accepted until long after his death[63].
In 1911 Henderson famously led a team of international experts that studied respiratory physiology at the top of
Pike’s Peak[64]. His research demonstrated that spontaneous hyperventilation during anesthesia (due to inadequately controlled
surgical stimulation) can cause cardiopulmonary collapse or unexpected postoperative respiratory arrest. He showed how CO2
supplementation stabilizes hemodynamic function, stimulates
respiratory drive, enhances cardiac eiciency, improves tissue
oxygenation, and prevents postoperative atelectasis, pneumonia,
nausea, vomiting, and unexpected respiratory arrest[30,65,66]. Henderson also demonstrated that CO2 supplementation efectively
treats myocardial infarction, angina, strokes, pneumonia, asthma, inluenza, breathing problems in newborn babies, carbon
monoxide poisoning, drowning, and smoke inhalation[30,67,68].
His work inspired the installation of CarbogenU, which was a
mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide, on ire trucks in New
York City, Chicago, and other major cities. Carbogen was widely embraced by physicians as an efective treatment, and it was
credited with saving many lives, but unfounded fears of CO2
toxicity caused it to disappear from use.
In 1912 Dr. Henderson chaired a ive-member Committee on Anesthesia that reported to the American Medical Association’s House of Delegates. It forcefully stated:“Anesthesia
should cease to be regarded as merely an adjunct of surgery. It
should be in charge of those whose principal aim is, not to see as
much of the operation as possible, but to administer anesthesia
in such a manner as to bring the patient through with the least
possible loss of vitality.” Coming just two years after the Flexner
Report, this recommendation had little efect on anesthesia practice, but it did put the AMA on record as supporting improvement in anesthesia practiceV.
Dennis Jackson (1878-1980) was a pharmacist. The onerous
cost of medical gases inspired him to invent closed circuit circle
system anesthesia machines that became the precursors of modern anesthesia machines. He built his own workshop and tested
his prototypes on his pet dogs. Jackson’s machines quickly supplanted competing machines because they minimized gas waste,
U
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reduced explosion hazards, and enabled respiratory assistance.
Jackson’s closed circuit machines minimized gas waste because
the patients re-breathed the gas mixtures within the machines,
and oxygen was added only as needed to replace consumption.
Milk bottles illed with liquid sodium hydroxide absorbed carbon dioxide in early machines. An electric motor forced the gas
mixture through the liquid sodium hydroxide. Fortunately these
motors never caused an ether explosion. Soda lime soon supplanted the motors and milk bottles[69].
John Silas Lundy, MD (1894-1973) was chairman of the anesthesia department at the Mayo Clinic. He established an early
anesthesia-training program. He trained Dr. Ralph Waters and
helped him establish the anesthesiology profession. He introduced intravenous barbiturate induction, ventilators, ventilator
vests, oxygen tents, and nasal oxygen. He demonstrated that CO2
supplementation accelerates ether induction[70]. He developed
anesthesia machines, needles and syringes for spinal anesthesia,
and the concept of balanced anesthesia. He established the irst
blood bank, the irst anatomy lab, and the irst recovery room.
He produced numerous papers and a textbook of anesthesia.
The Crile/Henderson Anesthesia Technique
Early anesthetists faced forgotten diiculties. Their
inhalation agents were smelly, slow, and explosive. Most cases were managed by mask with spontaneous breathing, because
IV access was lacking and intubation remained tedious and
time-consuming. They quickly embraced Jackson’s anesthesia
machines and the research of Crile, Henderson and Lundy to
evolve a sophisticated anesthetic technique that combined ether
anesthesia and morphine analgesia with CO2 supplementation.
They used intramuscular morphine to mitigate preoperative
anxiety and pain, obtund the obnoxious odor of ether, prevent
intraoperative tachycardia, hypertension, untoward movements,
and muscle tension, and minimize postoperative morbidity,
mortality, and pain. They used CO2 supplementation to stimulate breathing, ofset morphine respiratory depression, optimize
morphine dosage, accelerate ether induction and emergence,
enhance cardiac eiciency, promote tissue perfusion and oxygenation, reduce the risk of gas explosion, and prevent postoperative nausea, vomiting, respiratory depression, atelectasis, and
pneumonia. They added bypass valves to Jackson’s closed circuit anesthesia machines to isolate soda lime from the breathing
circuit and accelerate CO2 accumulation within the machines.
They also added external CO2 tanks for CO2 supplementation.
Shortcomings of the Crile/Henderson Technique: The Crile/
Henderson balanced anesthesia technique produced superior surgical stress control and outcome, but sufered signiicant shortcomings. Intubation was diicult without muscle relaxants, and
muscle tension was problematic. Many types of surgery were
impossible without intubation, and there was constant threat of
airway obstruction, laryngospasm, vomiting, and aspiration. The
most dramatic problem was overenthusiastic CO2 supplementation that occasionally caused unexpected CO2 asphyxiation disasters. Patients would unexpectedly develop fever, profuse perspiration, convulsions, and cyanosis, often succeeded by death.

Without capnography or pulse oximetry, there was no warning.
The baling Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde nature of this phenomenon was
initially attributed to fever or occult medical problems[71,72]. The
causative role of CO2 was soon recognized[73], but practitioners
were reluctant to abandon the utility of CO2 supplementation.
Perhaps the most compelling reason, now forgotten, is that CO2
supplementation minimized ether and cyclopropane explosions.
The founding of Professional Anesthesiology
Dr. Ralph Waters (1883-1979) founded the anesthesiology profession. He attended Case Western Reserve medical
school during the era of George Washington Crile. He established a busy outpatient surgery clinic in Iowa, where he specialized in anesthesia and obstetrics, but he soon abandoned
obstetrics to concentrate on anesthesia. He left private practice
for three years to study regional anesthesia with Dr. John Lundy
at the Mayo Clinic. He played a prominent role in early professional progress. He worked with Arthur Gudel to develop the
cufed endotracheal tube and demonstrated its utility at professional meetings by plunging his anesthetized pet dog “Airway”
into a tank of water. He introduced endobronchial anesthesia
and cyclopropane. He researched CO2 absorbance and helped to
introduce soda lime[74,75]. He introduced the Waters canisterW that
provided a simple and eicient means to conserve expensive anesthetic gases and prevent CO2 accumulation. His determination
to establish anesthesiology as an independent medical specialty
can be traced to 1919, when he published an essay entitled “Why
the Professional Anesthesiologist?”X
In 1897 Dr. Charles Russell BardeenY became the irst
student to receive an MD degree from Johns Hopkins Medical
School. In 1907 he became the Dean of the University of Wisconsin medical school. In 1927 he recruited Dr. Waters to become the irst chairman of a university anesthesia department in
the world. Barton later said, “Ralph Waters was the irst person
the University hired to put people to sleep, but, instead, he awakened a worldwide interest in anesthesia.”
Shortly before he arrived at WisconsinZ, Dr. Waters
published the irst of four papers that ultimately altered medical
beliefs, habits, standards, and practices throughout the world.
The papers focused on confusing CO2 efects at a time when circus sideshows and early anesthesia machine manufacturers gave
public demonstrations of “CO2 anesthesia.” Many physicians
believed that CO2 possessed both toxic and narcotic properties,
and that acid/base imbalance was harmful[28]. Nevertheless they
commonly utilized Carbogen, which was a mixture of oxygen
and carbon dioxide, to treat numerous medical conditions, while
anesthetists embraced CO2 supplementation. One forgotten consideration is that is that CO2 was a cheap and readily available
waste product of oil processing in an era when medical gases
such as oxygen and nitrous oxide remained so expensive as to be
unafordable for middle class people, and government support
for medical care was lacking[69].
Dr. Waters consistently characterized carbon dioxide as
a “toxic waste product, like urine” and emphasized its problematic properties. He never conceded any CO2 beneits or entertained any possibility CO2 asphyxiation[14]. His inluence relegated Carbogen and carbon dioxide to the dustbin of medical
Y

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Russell_Bardeen
Occam’s Razor, the most fundamental principle of science, states that the
simplest explanation is most likely correct.

W

http://asevet.com/resources/circuits/waters.htm
X
http://anesthesia.wisc.edu/index.php?title=RMWVP_Biography
www.ommegaonline.org
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history.
1927 The First Paper:” Carbon Dioxide: Its Place In Anesthesia”
In the irst of his carbon dioxide papers[8], Dr. Waters praised Hickman’s “careful animal experiments” as proof
that CO2 has anesthetic efects, and ignored the criticisms of
Hickman’s British and French contemporaries. From a modern
perspective this seems unjustiied, because Hickman obviously sufocated his animals with 100% CO2, and the concept of
asphyxiation was well understood in Waters’ time[56]. Dr. Waters arbitrarily attributed tachycardia, hypertension, and blood
hypercoagulability to CO2 toxicity. He cited public demonstrations of “CO2 anesthesia” as evidence of CO2 narcotic efects,
but from a modern perspective it is obvious that these efects
were due to partial asphyxiation. He incorrectly attributed corn
silo poisoning, which is caused by methane asphyxiation, to CO2
toxicity. He attacked Yandell Henderson’s CO2 research:
“Fortunately, and unfortunately, the researches in carbon dioxide of the New Haven school of physiologists (i.e. Yandell Henderson) have entered the literature of anesthesia in the
past decade: fortunately because these researches are brilliant
and have taught us many facts of the greatest importance; unfortunately, because the facts have been made use of by practical
anesthetists in some quarters to make easy their work without
suicient investigation as to what by-efects may accompany the
altered physiology which their methods induce. ------ Let us not
allow the spectacular results of “stunt lying” in anesthesia to
make us forget----sound principles. The mere fact that anesthesia can be more quickly and conveniently induced and terminated by the use of carbon dioxide is not suicient ground for
administering that gas.”
At the end of his paper, Dr. Waters ofered the following conclusions:
“1. Changing the amount of carbon dioxide inspired by sick patients is interfering with fundamental physiology and should not
be undertaken lightly.
2. The use of carbon dioxide by the anesthetist probably can be
put on a rational basis.
3. Until more knowledge is available, conservatism in the use of
carbon dioxide by the anesthetist should be practiced.”
1929 The Second Paper: “The Anesthetic Properties Of Carbon Dioxide”
Soon after he arrived at Wisconsin, Dr. Waters performed animal experiments with the help of Dr. Chauncey
Leake, the Chairman of the Pharmacology Department, who
had gained academic prominence due to his war gas research[12].
These were similar to Hickman’s experiments 100 years earlier,
except that Waters and Leake employed mixtures of CO2 and
oxygen instead of pure carbon dioxide. They lacked the means
to monitor blood gas levels, and they judged anesthetic efects
on the basis of crude clinical observations, as per the custom of
their time. They probably employed Carbogen mixtures, which
were readily available in that era. They failed to consider that
animals do not ordinarily exhibit cyanosis in the presence of hypoxia, because of tissue pigmentation. They summarized their
observations as follows:
AA

“Aside from Hickman’s efort a century ago, and the
neglected records of B.W. Richardson, little signiicance has
been reported on the anesthetic powers of carbon dioxide. We
have found that 30 to 50 percent carbon dioxide with oxygen
will anesthetize rabbits in about a minute’s time, without apparently causing much excitement, and usually without struggling.
Placed in chambers to which such a mixture is supplied, these
animals will move about sniing and breathing more deeply than
usual. Muscular activity is gradually depressed and, when anesthesia comes on, muscular relaxation is marked. At this time
the respiration is much deeper, but the rate is about the same as
normally. Upon removal from the chamber into a normal atmosphere, recovery is prompt and apparently without after-efect.”
Leake and Waters mistakenly assumed that asphyxiation was impossible in the presence of oxygen concentrations at
least twice as high as atmospheric air. They ignored contemporary evidence that CO2 asphyxiation mimics general anesthesia
and causes cyanosis at concentrations as low as 10%[14,28]. Many
years later Dr. Leakey documented this mistake in an interview
at UC San Francisco:
“Well, in 1828, Henry Hill Hickman, in England, had
reported on the anesthetic properties of carbon dioxide. Nobody had ever looked at it since that time, so Ralph Waters and
I thought, well, we ought to take a look at it, and see if he was
right. So a hundred years later, 1928, we did put out a report on
carbon dioxide as an anesthetic agent. It is 30% carbon dioxide
and seventy percent oxygen, so there is no possibility of asphyxiation; that is anesthetic. One can maintain, as we did, animals,
dogs, rabbits, and so on, eight and ten hours in carbon dioxide
anesthesia without any diiculty at all. There is always a little
trouble when they go over, a little neck jerking and so on. We
tried it in humans but decided not to use it because it upset the
surgeons, and all; the animals’ neck muscles would twitch; but
that would be over pretty quickly. We never had guts enough to
hold it in humans. This would be fully physiological: I haven’t
any idea how on earth it works. Nobody knows how anesthetic
agents work, as yet; there are all kinds of theories.” AA
1933 the Third Paper: “The Toxic Efects Of Carbon Dioxide”
Based on extensive animal experiments, Dr. Henderson had recommended 5% CO2 supplementation during anesthesia to prevent postoperative respiratory depression, atelectasis
and nausea, but practicing anesthetists quickly embraced mixtures of 25% CO2 and 75% O2 that produced superior clinical
results[30,76,77]. Reports of mysterious convulsions and deaths
during anesthesia soon appeared[71], but these disasters were initially attributed to fever and occult medical problems[72,73]. Dr.
Waters believed that CO2 toxicity caused these disasters, and this
inspired his third CO2 paper.
Soon after his animal experiments, Dr. Waters attempted CO2 anesthesia on patients. This experience may explain
why he became one of the irst to appreciate the dangers of CO2
supplementation, and in 1933 he published a third paper entitled “The Toxic Efects of Carbon Dioxide”[9] in which he cited
several examples as evidence of CO2 toxicity. However, all his
examples relected CO2 asphyxiation and nervous stimulation
rather than toxicity.

http://www.woodlibrarymuseum.org/library/pdf/W0071.pdf (page 34)
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Dr. Waters’ irst cited the volcanic Grotto del Cane (aka
“Dog’s Cave”) near Naples, Italy that has been known since antiquity. BBThe Grotto del Cane is not a cave, but rather a small
passage where a volcanic fumarole produces a continuous discharge of carbon dioxide that forms an invisible lake of asphyxiating CO2 in the depressed loor of the passage. People walking
through the passage are not afected because their heads remain
above the lake of CO2, but dogs were drowned in the CO2 and
quickly became unconscious. To impress tourists, the same dogs
were repeatedly exposed to the CO2 without harm, which relects
the absence of CO2 toxicity. A toxic agent, such as mustard gas,
would produce persisting harm.
Next, Dr. Waters quoted this dramatic description of the CO2
toxicity syndrome provided by an anonymous practitioner:
“The patient was a well developed girl of ifteen who
entered the hospital with a chief complaint of tenderness localized at McBurney’s point. Her temperature was 101.8 F.; her
pulse was about 85, and respirations 20. Chest examination was
negative. An appendectomy was advised. To produce anesthesia,
I employed nitrous oxide induction followed by ether, with the
absorption techniqueCC. The machine did not absorb carbon dioxide very well at any time. The anesthesia was well established
with ether, and the operation begun, the patient having excellent
color, respirations about 26, pulse 90, pupils small and extrinsic
muscles of the eyeball paralyzed, when she began to have small
constant twitchings of the face. A short time later there appeared
a small clonic body convulsion. I thought of anoxemia as a cause
even though respirations were not depressed, pupils small, pulse
good and color good. Oxygen was administered, ether was deepened, then abandoned, then reapplied and various other procedures tried in an attempt to relieve the situation. These eforts
included giving a lot of carbon dioxide because of possible alkalosis. The convulsions continued, getting steadily more violent,
her pulse rose to 120, and her temperature obviously increased.
A half hour after the onset of the convulsions, she died. This
case has been widely discussed among our hospital staf members, and no adequate explanation ofered. The surgeon says it
was a case of too much ether, our anesthetic technician believes
it to have been anoxemia, and the pathology department, after
a complete postmortem examination including the brain, concluded that it must have been asphyxia, largely because of the
essentially normal indings.”
This disturbing account illustrates the confusing “Dr.
Jekyll/Mr. Hyde” nature of CO2 asphyxiation during general anesthesia, but it does not prove CO2 toxicity. Asphyxiation
explains the reported symptoms. Interestingly, the anesthetist
was concerned during the crux of the crisis that spontaneous
hyperventilation might cause respiratory alkalosis, which was
then regarded as harmful. Therefore he administered additional
supplements of carbon dioxide to correct the alkalosis. This exaggerated the asphyxiation and doomed the patient. His actions
relected Henderson’s recommendation that CO2 supplementation be used to ofset the harmful alkalosis induced by spontaneous hyperventilation due to uncontrolled surgical stimulation,
and thereby prevent postoperative respiratory arrest, atelectasis,
BB
CC

Dr. Waters next cited the same anonymous source in this report
of CO2 toxicity in an infant:
“Early this morning I was called to the ward to see a
premature infant that was blue and hardly breathing in spite of a
steady stream of carbon dioxide 5% and oxygen 95% or Carbogen. It gave occasional twitching gasps. This time I recognized
carbon dioxide toxemia, so gave lots of pure oxygen at once,
and the infant rapidly improved. After being given some saline
subcutaneously and one-half hour of pure oxygen, it was crying lustily and in good condition. It seemed spectacular to the
nurses how oxygen, not Carbogen, was efective.”-------“In this
hospital, I have been able to count ifty Carbogen cylinders and
only two oxygen cylinders available for therapeutic purposes.”
The assumption that 5% Carbogen toxicity caused
these symptoms is far-fetched. 5% Carbogen is a stable mixture of 95% oxygen and 5% CO2 prepared and stored at pressures below 750 torr, so that both gases remain in gaseous state,
and there is no experimental evidence that 5% CO2 causes any
harmful efects. More likely an inexperienced nurse mistakenly substituted a tank of medical grade carbon dioxide in place
of Carbogen. Medical grade CO2 is typically delivered in tanks
pressurized above 760 torr so as to maintain the CO2 in liquid
state and optimize tank storage capacity. CO2 released from
such a tank readily forms a cool, odorless, invisible cloud that is
temporarily afected by gravity, and ills dependent spaces. This
would explain how CO2 illed the baby’s bassinet and caused
near-fatal asphyxiationDD.
Dr. Waters’ commentary was as follows:
“If this man’s experience was an isolated instance, it
would be of little signiicance. On the contrary, his letter is one
of many received in my oice describing fatal and non-fatal cases of carbon dioxide poisoning. It is my belief that atmospheres
containing excess carbon dioxide are frequently toxic and often
fatal to certain individuals. If illness has interfered with normal metabolism, or if the transport of this waste product from
the cells of the body to the environmental atmosphere is handicapped by biochemical abnormality, by respiratory or cardiac
deiciency, or by drug efect, any increase in the tension of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere inspired may prove detrimental.”
Given the historical signiicance of these anonymous
reports, this author dispatched inquiries to the Wood Library, UC
San Francisco, and the University of Wisconsin, all of which
maintain archives of Waters correspondence. None of them possessed copies of these anonymous letters. This seems strange
given that Dr. Waters otherwise preserved his correspondence
for posterity.
After citing his earlier report of CO2 anesthesia in dogs
as proof of the narcotic properties of CO2[12], Dr. Waters casually
mentioned his subsequent endeavor to anesthetize humans using
CO2:
bon dioxide. The early practitioners knew that CO2 was dangerous in excessive concentrations, but they had no means to measure and monitor the gas.
DD
https://www.osha.gov/dts/hib/hib_data/hib19960605.html

http://www.showcaves.com/English/it/caves/Cane.html
The “absorption technique” refers to the use of soda lime to absorb car-
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and pneumonia due to depletion of CO2 tissue reserves[30]. Meanwhile, other witnesses and the pathologist attributed the death
to asphyxiation and/or hypoxia. Dr. Waters reported this speculation about hypoxia and asphyxiation, but did not elaborate on
these alternatives to his hypothesis of CO2 toxicity.
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“We then attempted to administer 30 percent in oxygen as an
anesthetic agent to three apparently normal women, with the
following result. The irst was satisfactorily anesthetized for
thirteen minutes with no untoward result during inhalation. The
second had a convulsion on the operating table, during which
the ward nurse appeared in the doorway to ask, “Doctor, what
shall I do? The irst patient is in a convulsion.” The third patient
tolerated ten minutes of carbon dioxide anesthesia, which was
then changed to nitrous oxide. That evening, none of the three
appeared to be worse for the experience.”
It is indeed fortunate that none of these patients suffered asphyxiation brain damage, but Dr. Waters never mentioned that possibility. Instead, he attributed the convulsions to
CO2 toxicity. The experience may well explain why he came to
believe that hyperventilation was essential to eliminate dangerous accumulations of CO2.
1938 The Fourth Paper: “Carbon Dioxide”
In 1938 Dr. Waters published a paper entitled “Carbon
Dioxide” in which he challenged the research of Yandell Henderson[78]:
Clinical misapprehensions regarding the physiology
of carbon dioxide seem to have had their inception in the work
of Yandell Henderson in the early years of the present century.
Henderson deduced from his experiments that surgical shock results from low carbon dioxide in the blood and tissues; that low
carbon dioxide in the blood and tissues is a usual accompaniment of anaesthesia; and that hyperventilation of the lungs by
the use of carbon dioxide and oxygen mixtures should prevent
post-operative pulmonary atelectasis. All three of these deductions are fallacious. I make this statement based upon my own
personal experience in clinic and laboratory, veriied amply by
the experience and experiments of others. The belief that shock
is entirely dependent on low carbon dioxide is disproved by the
fact that Seevers has hyperventilated dogs for many hours, reducing the blood carbon dioxide to points below 15 volumes per
cent, without extreme drops in blood pressure’ and with no evidences of shock. Carbon dioxide added to the inspired air of both
men and animals whose blood pressures were low as a result of
profound spinal anaesthesia has, in certain cases, resulted in a
further drop of blood pressure, and has never resulted in a more
sustained rise in blood pressure than could be produced by ventilating the lungs with oxygen alone. Eastman and Kreiselman
have recently made a cinematographic record showing that, in
reestablishing respiration following oxygen crisis or a complete
apnoea due to oxygen want, carbon dioxide added to the oxygen
used in artiicial respiration has, on certain occasions, caused
a further drop in blood pressure and always a less satisfactory
circulatory recovery than was secured by artiicial respiration
with oxygen alone. Henderson’s assumption that anaesthesia is
accompanied by low carbon dioxide in alveoli, blood and tissues
may have had a basis during the last century. Such is far from
the case in anaesthesia of the present day.
Dr. Waters also stated:
“First of all, we must not lose sight of the fact that it
(CO2) is a waste product of body metabolism, just as are the
constituents of urine. Reduction in the physiological eiciency of

respiration tends to dam back carbon dioxide in the tissues just
as physiological disturbances of the kidney tend to dam back the
excretory products usually eliminated through that organ”.
This assault on Dr. Henderson’s research is unsubstantiated and unprofessional. Dr. Henderson’s international fame
was founded on an extensive body of careful, published, and
scrutinized experiments that have stood the test of time. By
comparison, Dr. Waters’ research experience was negligible,
and its shortcomings have been noted. His claim of “personal
experience in clinic and laboratory, veriied amply by the experience and experience of others” is unveriiable. The research
of Seevers, Eastman, and Kreiselman is improperly cited. His
claim that blood pressure is little changed by prolonged hyperventilation proves nothing in the absence of details. The efects
of hyperventilation are complex and contextual; prolonged hyperventilation does not necessarily afect blood pressure; and declines in blood pressure due to combinations of spinal anesthesia
and CO2 exposure are readily explained by harmless, synergistic
reductions in microvascular low resistance and blood viscosity[26,34,79]. Moreover, blood pressure is not a reliable standard of
cardiovascular performance. Reductions in blood pressure are
normally accompanied by beneicial improvements in tissue perfusion and oxygenation, as in trained athletes, while tachycardia
and hypertension typically relect harmful reductions in cardiac
eiciency, tissue perfusion, and tissue oxygenation. Lastly, the
persistent characterization of carbon dioxide as a “toxic waste
product, like urine” suggests questionable motives.
Two years later, in 1940, Dr. Henderson published a
scholarly summary of the studies that founded his viewpoint.
Henderson’s paper used the identical title of “Carbon Dioxide”EE
. Although he did not dignify Dr. Water’s attacks with a direct
response, he undoubtedly had them in mind when he included
this passage:
“The human mind is inherently inclined to take moralistic view of nature. Prior to the modern scientiic era, which
only goes back a generation or two, if indeed it can be said as
yet even to have begun in popular thought, nearly every problem
was viewed as an alternative between good and evil, righteousness and sin, God and the Devil. This superstitious slant still
distorts the conceptions of health and disease; indeed, it is mainly derived from the experience of physical sufering. Lavoisier
contributed unintentionally to this conception when he deined
the life supporting character of oxygen and the sufocating power of carbon dioxide. Accordingly, for more than a century after
his death, and even now in the ield of respiration and related
functions, oxygen typiies the Good and carbon dioxide is still
regarded as a spirit of Evil. There could scarcely be a greater
misconception of the true biological relations of these gases.”
History has declared the winner of this contest between
a medical physician and a PhD researcher. While the CO2 controversy raged, Dr. Waters successfully campaigned to create
board certiication that established anesthesiology as an independent specialty. He was determined that his graduates would
pursue academic careers rather than enter private practice:
“My ambition is for the men who spend some time with
me here to get eventually in teaching positions in other universities because I think that that is the only way we can hope to
improve the specialty in the future. It has therefore been a dis-

EE
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appointment to me each time that one of my boys has gone to
private practice.” FF
Dr. Waters indoctrinated the irst generation of anesthesiology residents with his ideas and methods, and guided them
to prestigious board certiication and academic careers. These
called themselves “Aqualumni”. Of the original 60 trainees at
Wisconsin, 40 occupied teaching positions in academic centers
for a major portion of their careers, and half of them became
chairpersons or directors of academic programs in medical
schools of the United States and elsewhere. The Aqualumni were
a cohesive group, remarkably loyal to the Chief. They faithfully
attended yearly meetings in Madison, where they refreshed their
relationships with one another and Dr. Waters. Even today thousands of practicing anesthesiologists can claim linkage to the
Ralph Waters professional lineage through their own teachers
and teachers’ teachers GG.

medical practitioners abandoned Carbogen for fear of CO2 toxicity, while animal researchers embraced CO2as a convenient
means to anesthetize as well as euthanize animals[85,86].

Early Controversy: Despite its practical advantages, the Waters
technique engendered considerable controversy, and questions
about its safety apparently motivated the 1954 report of Beecher
et al that equated muscle relaxants, and by implication the Waters
technique itself, with exaggerated morbidity and mortality[80,81]HH
. Meanwhile, the declining cost of medical gases enabled a new
generation of open circuit anesthesia machines that abolished
CO2 asphyxiation, and halothane eliminated explosions[82,83].
Then, the November-December 1960 issue of Anesthesiology
journal was devoted to a symposium entitled “Carbon Dioxide
and Man” that consisted of some 17 authoritative papers that
purported to review all pertinent properties of CO2[84]. These
papers speciously promoted hyperventilation and discouraged
hypercarbia. There was no mention of CO2 beneits, hyperventilation hazards, Crile, Henderson, Lundy, balanced anesthesia,
or Anoci-Association. Thereafter, editors, researchers and practitioners alike have ignored the consequences of mechanical hyperventilation in published studies, to the point that all published
anesthesia research since 1950 requires reappraisal. Meanwhile,

Research Inluence of the Waters Technique: Animal studies
performed at UC San Francisco exemplify the lingering inluence of the Waters technique on anesthesia research. The 1967
report of Eisle, Eger, and Muallem entitled “Narcotic Properties
of Carbon Dioxide in the Dog” began with this statement: “In
1820 the narcotic properties of CO2 were demonstrated by Hickman, and a century later anesthesia was produced in man with
30 per cent CO2 and O2.” Both the title and the opening statement relect the unfounded assumption by these researchers that
the published studies of Hickman, Waters, and Leake had proved
the anesthetic properties of CO2 beyond doubt[10]. Their stated
objective was to clarify the relationship between CO2 anesthesia
(aka narcosis) and acidosis. They anesthetized dogs with halothane and installed cannulas to sample arterial blood, venous
blood and cerebrospinal luid. Then they exposed the dogs to
increasing concentrations of carbon dioxide while simultaneously decreasing the halothane concentration. They were able to
eliminate the halothane altogether as FICO2 approached 30%, at
which point they observed reductions in nervous relex activity
equivalent to 1 MAC halothane (i.e. the dogs did not move when
subjected to painful surgical incision or tail clamping). Unsurprisingly, these efects, which were due to CO2 asphyxiation,
were closely followed by seizures, deaths, and cerebrospinal luid acidosis due to anaerobic cellular respiration in brain tissue.
The acidosis appeared irst in brain tissue, which has the highest
oxygen requirements of all tissues, and thus appeared in CSF
shortly before it appeared in arterial and venous blood.
Inexplicably, the researchers reported only PaCO2
and pH results, and omitted pO2 and O2 saturation data. Blood
gas analysis directly measures arterial oxygen tension (PaO2),
carbon dioxide tension (PaCO2), and acidity (pH), from which
oxygen saturation (SaO2) can be derived. IITherefore the pO2
and SaO2 data was unquestionably in their possession. Inexplicably, they also ignored the obvious presence of asphyxiation
that caused hypoxia, anaerobic respiration, and lactic acidosis.
The missing pO2 and/or SaO2 data would have settled the matter.
When this author asked Dr. Eger via email if CO2 asphyxiation
might explain these observations, he replied “I think not.” When
asked why pO2 data was excluded from the report, he stated that
he “could not recall” the reason, but he insisted that his study
relected CO2 narcosis rather than asphyxiation. These facts suggest that the researchers were motivated by something other than
science. Despite these defects, the study conirmed that potentially lethal asphyxiation occurs suddenly at FICO2 30% despite
70% oxygen supplementation[34].
In 2007, Dr. Eger et al produced a similar study entitled “Anesthetic Properties of Carbon Dioxide in the Rat”[11].
As before, this report opened by stating: “The anesthetic efects
of CO2 have long been recognized” and cited Hickman’s report
as proof[87]. As in the previous study, asphyxiation explains
the observed results, but asphyxiation was never mentioned.
The study avoided the issue by neglecting oxygen saturation
data that could have easily been obtained using pulse oximetry

FF

GG

The Waters Technique
Dr. Waters introduced a practical technique of general
anesthesia that addressed the shortcomings of the Crile/Henderson technique. The Waters technique utilized intravenous barbiturate induction, curare paralysis, and elective intubation that is
faster and more pleasant than mask induction. Paralysis enabled
elective intubation, prevented muscle tension and untoward
movements, and optimized surgical convenience. Intubation accommodated additional surgical procedures, and eliminated laryngospasm, aspiration, and airway obstruction. Toxic inhalation
agent overpressure replaced morphine analgesia to control intra
operative hypertension. Mechanical hyperventilation was introduced to eliminate the CO2 toxicity problem, optimize oxygenation, and minimize the work of breathing[33]. The Aqua-Alumni quickly promoted the Waters technique, and to this day it
provides the foundation for general anesthesia throughout the
world. Having accomplished his purpose, Dr. Waters retired to
Florida in 1948, age 65, and thereafter inexplicably shunned his
chosen specialty for 30 years until his death in 1979 at the age of
96.

http://www.woodlibrarymuseum.org/library/pdf/W0071.pdf
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Carbon Copy of a letter from Ralph Waters to Lincoln Sise, May 5, 1933,
Ralph Waters Papers, University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives, Madison,
WI.
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to conirm or refute the presence of asphyxiation. Both of these
studies were published in prominent anesthesiology journals,
and it seems noteworthy that the editors and reviewers of both
journals failed to object to these egregious shortcomings.
Paralysis Problems
Residual paralysis has remained problematic since
the introduction of the Waters technique[81]JJ. Paralysis necessitates mechanical ventilation that readily damages lung tissues,
depletes CO2 tissue reserves, undermines opioid clearance,
exaggerates respiratory depression, nausea and vomiting, decreases cardiac eiciency, and reduces tissue perfusion and oxygenation in the brain, bowel, and other vital organs and tissues[21,26,27,33,37,88-96]. Awareness during anesthesia is caused by a
combination of paralysis, inadequate analgesia, and inadvertent
exhaustion of inhalation agent in the vaporizer canister, so that
the patient regains awareness during surgery and perceives intense surgical pain, but cannot move or otherwise alert the anesthetist to his plightKK.
Opioids and Hyperventilation
Mechanical hyperventilation is incompatible with opioid treatment. It depletes CO2 tissue reserves, paralyzes respiratory chemoreceptors, impairs opioid clearance[37], exaggerates
opioid respiratory depression, and necessitates prolonged postoperative “weaning” after surgery[5]. Even when opioid dosage
is carefully minimized, hyperventilation causes the occult “opioid hypersensitivity syndrome” that has claimed numerous victims[97]LL. Hyperventilated patients appear to breathe normally
during emergence, but their respiratory drive remains unstable
until metabolic activity has restored CO2 tissue reserves and chemoreceptor function. During this vulnerable period, which may
last hours, patients may stop breathing and die if they fall asleep
for any reason[17,23,98]. Small doses of opioids and sedatives may
unpredictably precipitate sleep and respiratory arrest, especially in elderly patients with low metabolic rates. Such disasters
are typically attributed to the supposedly unpredictable efects
of opioids, while the occult role of hyperventilation escapes notice because the victims appear to have completely recovered
from anesthesia[3,4]. The resulting fear of opioids discourages
their use, which indirectly exaggerates stress related postoperative problems including fever, tachycardia, hypertension, dysrhythmias, laryngospasm, dementia, bowel ileus, myocardial infarction, stroke, exaggerated pain, nausea, vomiting, atelectasis,
systemic inlammation, Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome
(ARDS), Systemic Inlammatory Response Syndrome (SIRS)
and death[46,99]. There are also substantial increases in cancer and
heart disease in the distant aftermath of surgery[48]. All these problems are exaggerated in elderly patients, and all of them could be
substantially mitigated by efective opioid supplementation, but
opioids are incompatible with hyperventilation[5,17,18,38,43,44,100,101].
The exaggerated reliance on dangerous muscle relaxants and
toxic inhalation agent overpressure engendered by the Waters
technique further exaggerates morbidity and mortality[102-105].

tinely utilized morphine to control surgical stress, so that mild
hypotension was regarded as a beneicial manifestation of effective surgical stress control, and tachycardia and hypertension were attributed to inadequate analgesia. They used CO2
supplementation to ofset the respiratory depressant efects of
morphine and to optimize cardiorespiratory function and morphine dosage, so that they regarded mild respiratory acidosis as
beneicial and alkalosis as harmful.
With the Waters technique mechanical hyperventilation
was assumed to be essential to eliminate the supposedly toxic and narcotic efects of CO2. Morphine was replaced by toxic
inhalation agent overpressure, which was incorrectly assumed
to have analgesic properties. Thus respiratory alkalosis came to
be regarded as beneicial, and respiratory acidosis as harmful.
Hypertension came to be regarded as a manifestation of cardiac
reserve, and hypotension came to be regarded as evidence of
impending disaster. Opioids came to be regarded as unpredictable and dangerous, because hyperventilation is incompatible
with opioids. Intravenous muscle relaxants and hypnotic agents
came to be regarded as essential to prevent dental and vocal cord
damage and facilitate intubation during induction, even though
mask induction was routine practice before IV access became
available, and remains arguably safer[106,107].
Anesthesia Theory
The Waters technique has also disrupted anesthesia theory development, because it assumes that the brain modulates
all forms of surgical stress, so that inhalation agents theoretically eliminate surgical stress simply by inhibiting consciousness. Thus most eforts to develop anesthesia theory focus on
the efects of inhalation agents on the brain and ignore spinal
cord nervous pathways that bypass the brain and communicate
directly with SNS ganglia in the chest and abdomen, and are
little afected by anesthetic agents[108]. Conventional theory also
overlooks the independent efects of tissue disruption, which releases tissue factor into systemic circulation[2,109,110].

Altered Beliefs, Habits, and Practices
With the Crile/Henderson technique, practitioners rou-

Carbogen: Carbogen is a mixture of carbon dioxide and oxygen, typically 5% CO2 mixed with 95% O2, that can be conveniently used to enhance tissue oxygenation in a wide variety
of medical conditions. Yandell Henderson’s research inspired its
installation on ire trucks in New York, Chicago, and other major
cities, and physicians as well as iremen used it to treat myocardial infarction, stroke, pneumonia, asthma, newborn babies,
drowning victims, carbon monoxide poisoning and other maladies[14]. It was credited with saving many lives, but it was quickly
abandoned and forgotten after Dr. Waters publicized the purported toxicity of carbon dioxide. The abandonment of Carbogen
is especially unfortunate considering that modern research has
demonstrated that inhaling small concentrations of CO2 increases microvascular perfusion via a mechanism that involves nitric
oxide[34,111,112]. This explains why inhaling CO2 reduces blood
viscosity and enhances cardiac output, cardiac eiciency, tissue perfusion, tissue oxygenation, and respiratory drive[35,40].
CO2 also ofsets the respiratory depression of opioids. If all this
were properly understood, Carbogen therapy could be restored
as a useful, efective, inexpensive, and convenient treatment for
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acute myocardial infarction, stroke, and perioperative problems.
The Rediscovery of Crile
Solid science cannot be forgotten forever. In 1959 De
Castro described neuroleptanalgesia[113,114], and in 1969 Lowenstein demonstrated that morphine supplementation optimizes
cardiac bypass outcome[115]. Anesthesiologists quickly embraced
the high potency, low toxicity, and short half-life of a new generation of synthetic opioids introduced by the Janssen Corporation
as a means to optimize surgical outcome[23,43,44,116]. Unfortunately,
the incompatibility of opioids and hyperventilation remained unappreciated, and even synthetic opioids necessitated prolonged,
treacherous, impractical and expensive postoperative “weaning”
to restore CO2 tissue reserves and reliable respiratory drive.
The Rediscovery of Henderson
In the late 1980’s Critical care specialists inadvertently
re-discovered CO2 supplementation while searching for better
ways to manage ARDS[33]. They called it “permissive hypercarbia” and embraced it as a means to optimize outcome in ICU
patients. Both anesthesia and critical care clinical research soon
conirmed its merits[117,118]. Permissive hypercarbia is now routinely employed in the care of ICU patients to optimize cardiac
output, minimize lung damage, and optimize respiratory drive.
Strangely, little or no discussion of the therapeutic beneits of
permissive hypercarbia have appeared in anesthesia publications, regardless of the rich anesthesia history of CO2 supplementation and the availability of capnography.
Recent History
Sudden changes have bufeted anesthesia practice in
recent years. Capnography was introduced to operating rooms
in North America around 1990, even as critical care specialists embraced permissive hypercarbia and armies of respiratory
therapists became necessary to manage postoperative weaning
necessitated by counterproductive combinations of opioids and
hyperventilation during surgery. If capnography had been introduced only a few years earlier, during the heyday of opioid
stress research, the complimentary relationship between opioids
and hypercarbia might have been re-discovered[18,98,119]. Instead,
even as Crile and Henderson enjoyed posthumous, anonymous
vindication, the ickle inger of fate blindsided anesthesia progress from two directions at once. Firstly, insurance companies
altered reimbursements to eliminate the expensive postoperative
weaning necessitated by incompatible combinations of opioids
and hyperventilation[120]. Secondly, capnography and pulse oximetry largely abolished airway disasters, causing malpractice
insurance rates to plummet, which fostered the iction that further improvements in anesthesia safety were impossible[121]. As
a consequence, outpatient surgery centers proliferated; Crile’s
principles of early admission, premedication, late discharge, and
analgesic supplementation were abandoned; and anesthesiologists ignored permissive hypercarbia, re-abandoned opioids, and
re-embraced the classic Waters technique[122]. By 1997 the results of inadequate surgical stress control manifested as the previously unknown Systemic Inlammatory Response Syndrome

Airway Management
Dr. Waters founded the anesthesiology profession on
the principle of secure airway, but that valuable principle is
being abandoned as anesthesiologists increasingly embrace inherently hazardous “open airway” techniques. These eliminate
problematic muscle relaxants but they paralyze the ability of
capnography to measure FICO2 and they invite ire, aspiration,
airway obstruction, and occult hypoventilationPP. In large measure, these alterations in anesthesia practice relect reimbursement alterations that require rapid turnover and discharge regardless of safety. Opioid supplementation to reduce morbidity
and mortality has likewise fallen victim to such considerations.
Also forgotten is the superior safety of mask induction. Sevolurane has revolutionized its utility, and it deserves a fresh
look[107]. Many practitioners presume that intravenous hypnosis
and paralysis are essential to enable intubation, prevent dental
and vocal cord damage, and assure patient comfort, but these
assumptions lack substantiation[106]. Combinations of surprise
and paralysis invariably accompany induction airway disasters, and residual paralysis persistently plagues anesthesia practice[81]. Fatigue, hunger and hubris readily frustrate the ability
of pre-operative evaluation and awake intubation to prevent
airway disasters[128,129]QQ. Routine mask induction and intubation
without paralysis enables safe retreat from unexpected airway
diiculties by ventilating with pure oxygen, and thereby ofers
the means to avoid airway disasters. It eliminates irreversible
paralysis of airway muscles that can unexpectedly obstruct the
airway, causing “can’t intubate, can’t ventilate” predicaments.
Mask induction also eliminates bolus intravenous agent toxicity,
and incorporates pre-oxygenation and de-nitrogenation. Modern
monitors, advanced inhalation agents, synthetic opioids and CO2
supplementation enable eicient mask induction, intubation,
maintenance, and emergence with little or no need for hazardous
muscle relaxants[106,107,130].
PP
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(“SIRS”), but the compelling coincidence was ignored[46,123-125].
The tragedy became complete in 2005, when Dr. Terri Monk
published her landmark study that unexpectedly revealed a 30%
increase in morbidity and mortality in the distant aftermath of
surgery that is inluenced by anesthetic management[48]. This
should have inspired fresh interest in balanced anesthesia. Instead, Dr. Monk was pressured into silence; the distant morbidity and mortality following surgery was ignored; anesthesia literature suddenly began to decry the dangers of opioids; prominent
professors promoted the preposterous premise that opioids cause
cancer[126,127]; and new regulations restricted clinical research to
the purview of powerful pharmaceutical companies. By 2010,
it became evident that numerous healthy geriatric patients die
mysteriously of unexplained respiratory arrest within hours after uneventful surgery and within minutes after treatment with
small doses of opioids and sedatives[97]MM NN. This should have
focused attention on the harmful efects of hyperventilation and
the need for guidelines and standards for CO2 management, but
instead the problem was dismissed as “opioid hypersensitivity”,
and the issue vanished OO.
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Which Fork in the Yellow Brick Road of Progress?
Regardless of these discouraging trends, the future of
anesthesia is pregnant with potential. Early anesthetists lacked
modern monitors, machines, drugs and equipment, but they
possessed superior science. It is now clear that mild hypercarbia is benign and beneicial; hypocarbia is harmful; inhalation
agents are toxic and devoid of analgesic properties; muscle relaxants are hazardous; and opioid analgesia added to general anesthesia improves surgical outcome[2,131]. Anesthetic agents and
equipment have improved since the era of Crile and Henderson.
Synthetic opioids are nearly devoid of toxicity. New inhalation
agents ofer superior blood/gas solubility, reduced toxicity, and
less ofensive smell. The dangers of agent explosion and CO2
asphyxiation are long gone. Soda lime no longer serves any purpose[86,132-136]. Pulse oximetry continuously warns of occult hypoxia. Capnography has revolutionized airway management, but
its ability to continuously monitor and measure FICO2 , enhance
opioid dosage, and optimize surgical safety and patient comfort
remains unappreciated. The anesthesiology profession is poised
at the threshold of revolutionary advance if the full potential of
modern machines, monitors, agents, and research information is
appreciated.
Anesthesia and Stress Theory
Anesthesia is surgical stress control. Its purpose is to
prevent the pathological stress reaction that occurs in the aftermath of surgical tissue disruption. The ultimate objective of
anesthesia research is a theory that enables the alteration of anesthetic technique to minimize surgical stress and optimize surgical outcome.
Prior to the discovery of anesthesia, invasive surgery
was generally avoided, because most patients died in agony
within hours regardless of surgical success. The discovery of
anesthesia provided the practical means to reversibly ablate
consciousness, which reduced surgical stress to the point that
most patients survive, and thereby revolutionized surgery. Nevertheless, the surgical stress syndrome remains problematic in
the form of fever, tachycardia, hypertension, bowel ileus, exaggerated pain, allodynia, dementia, acute renal failure, myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolus, stroke, and death. Additional
morbidity and mortality follows in the distant aftermath of surgery in the form of cancer, heart disease, and chronic illness.
The habit of hyperventilation has derailed anesthesia
theory development for more than 70 years, but the recent discovery and description of Selye’s mammalian stress mechanism
confers a fresh theory of anesthesia that corroborates, clariies,
and extends Crile’s observations[2,131,137]. Surgical stress activates
Selye’s mechanism via three pathways that synergistically activate coagulation Factors VII and VIII, causing the surgical stress
syndrome:
1. Nociception activates sympathetic ganglia via spinal cord
pathways, which activates Factor VIII. Efective analgesia must
be maintained throughout surgery to control nociception and optimize outcome, but analgesia has limited efect on consciousness.
2. Consciousness interprets nociception as pain and integrates all
forms of sensory input, assesses risk and danger, and pre-emptively activates the sympathetic nervous system via hypotha-

lamic pathways that activate Factor VIII. Anesthesia inhibits
consciousness, but has little efect on nociception. Efective
anesthesia must be maintained throughout surgery to optimize
outcome.
3. Tissue disruption releases tissue factor into systemic circulation and activates Factor VII[110]. At present there is nopractical
means to inhibit tissue factor.
Stress theory indicates that synergistic combinations
of anesthesia and analgesia, applied continuously throughout
surgery, can minimize the manifestations of the surgical stress
syndrome and reduce the immediate and distant morbidity and
mortality of surgery by 30% or more[43,44,48,100,138]. It further implies that the administration of an efective antidote for tissue
factor at the conclusion of surgery, after efective coagulation
is assured, would prevent positive feedback in the stress mechanism and abolish the surgical stress syndrome altogether. Such
theory and treatments would revolutionize medicine in general
as well as surgery[110].
A Practical Technique to Optimize Surgical Stress Control
Risk free anesthesia has yet to be invented, but stress
theory can be utilized to alter anesthetic technique to optimize
surgical outcome using presently available medications, and
equipment. The limited clinical experience of this author indicates that elective mask induction and intubation followed by
maintenance of general endotracheal anesthesia with ½ MAC
anesthetic agent complemented by judicious opioid analgesia,
minimal paralysis, and permissive hypercarbia combines the
advantages of the Waters technique with those of the Crile/
Henderson technique, and eliminates the shortcomings of
both[104,105,107,130,139,140]. It ofers a practical, universally applicable means to minimize toxicity and optimize safety, simplicity, eiciency, cost, predictability, patient comfort, and outcome
using presently available machines, monitors, and agents. Safe
and beneicial hypercarbia is achieved with FICO2 10% or less,
which is the upper limit enabled by modern anesthesia machines[34,36,117,141,142]. The technique is pleasant for patients, safer
than open airway techniques, and equally eicient. It is safer,
simpler, faster, and less problematic than block techniques, and
it enables equivalent control of pain and stress. It minimizes
morbidity and mortality during and immediately after surgery
and there is every reason to believe that it can reduce cancer
and heart disease by 30% or more in the distant aftermath of
surgery[43,44,48,100,116,138].
The Legacy of Dr. Ralph Waters
Dr. Ralph Waters is presently venerated as the political
genius who founded the anesthesiology professionRR, but history
may prove less generous. His attacks on Dr. Henderson were
unjustiied. He founded the anesthesiology profession on faulty
science that has directly and indirectly abolished the therapeutic
beneits of carbon dioxide, discouraged opioid treatment, exaggerated surgical morbidity and mortality, undermined patient
comfort, derailed medical research, undermined professional
progress, established inhumane CO2 asphyxiation as a standard
tool of animal research[85,86], and now threatens the very existence of the anesthesiology profession, because anesthesiologists can no longer claim to provide superior service. Regret-
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tably, he is no longer available to explain his motives. These
cannot be dismissed as confusion, because the consequences of
hyperventilation and asphyxiation were well understood in his
time[14]. He surely realized that eliminating CO2 supplementation
would exaggerate the risk of ether and cyclopropane explosions
that menaced patients and personnel alike. Thus his only apparent motive was to promote specialty status for MD anesthesia,
regardless of consequences.

Conclusion
Power, politics and privilege perpetually prevail over
all forms of human endeavor. Nevertheless it is sobering to observe how politics enabled a single individual to cause so much
harm to so many for so long; how easily medical principles were
distorted; and how powerful corporations promote proits at the
expense of public health. The minor minions of Mammon go
to prison, but those who pay them and those who publish them
remain unscathedSSTTUUVVWW.
The purpose of any medical profession is to provide the
best medical care that science can ofer, but the anesthesiology
profession has ignored the proven beneits of opioid analgesia
and CO2 supplementation, and the consequences of inadequate
analgesia and hyperventilation, for more than 60 years. The
failure to implement standards and guidelines for CO2 management relects deep-seated defects in beliefs, habits, practices,
education, and professional leadership that must be corrected.
Hyperventilation is not an “option”. CO2 depletion is inherently dangerous, confers no beneits, and should be condemned as
malpractice. The lingering tolerance of the mythical notions of
CO2 toxicity and narcosis is inexcusable[10,11,84].
The abandoned principles and practices of the previous
generation merit reappraisal. With capnography, pulse oximetry,
modern anesthesia machines, synthetic opioids and improved
inhalation agents it is now practical and safe to combine the advantages of the Waters technique with those of the Crile/Henderson technique, and eliminate the shortcomings of both. Such
professional advance can substantially reduce morbidity and
mortality, minimize costs, improve eiciency, optimize patient
comfort, restore anesthesia advance, pave the path for efective
pharmaceutical development, and promote additional medical
progress. Such advance is inevitable, if only because science
cannot be denied forever. It also promises priceless prestige for
the profession.
Reform won’t be easy. Inspired leadership is lacking,
and the hour is late. However, there is enormous opportunity.
This author believes that the complexity of anesthesia practice
merits superior medical education and training, and that the
anesthesiology profession merits preservation. Must progress
await our great-grandchildren? Why not us? Why not now?
“Every violation of truth is not only a sort of suicide
in the liar, but is a stab at the health of human society.”---Ralph
Waldo Emerson
“It must be considered that there is nothing more dificult to carry out nor more doubtful of success nor more dangerous to handle than to initiate a new order of things; for the
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